POWER PROTECTION

Introducing the Power Xpert 9395P UPS
From our first innovative vehicle technologies over
100 years ago, to the very latest developments in power
management solutions today, Eaton technology has
always offered a glimpse into the future.
Now the new Eaton Power Xpert 9395P UPS builds
on our long heritage, our experience and our expertise, to
bring you the future of power protection: our most improved and advanced three-phase 400V UPS
available in EMEA.

The energy to innovate
Even after 50 years of UPS innovation, we are still developing new
solutions for ensuring reliable, efficient energy for our customers.
Now we are unveiling the Power Xpert 9395P UPS – the latest in
our long line of market-leading, technologically advanced power
quality solutions. So now when you need clean, uninterrupted
power for your large mission-critical systems, you will have
more choice than ever.

93PM

9395P

The new 9395P UPS extends our range of high-efficiency UPS
solutions to help us provide customers with highly reliable,
energy efficient and environmentally sensitive UPSs.
In 2012 we introduced the 93PM, our first UPS with 3 level
inverter topology and the most efficient UPS on the market today.
Now, with the introduction of the 9395P, our high efficiency range
extends from 30kW to a maximum of 7700kW. So now there’s an
Eaton UPS to meet most protection requirements, from a small
server room to the largest data centres.
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More choice, more solutions
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1600kW

Can be paralled up to 7 units
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Setting the standard
The launch in 2007 of the 9395 UPS set a new standard in
three-phase power protection technology as it was the first
transformerless UPS in the large static UPS range. It offers
numerous benefits, including unprecedented power
performance, reliability and energy savings.

Highest scalability and reliability
• Inherent redundancy and scalable architecture

through modular design
• Inherent load sharing with Hotsync paralleling
• Advanced Battery Management technology

Leading sustainability
• Proven technologies for maximising energy efficiency (>99%)
• Smallest carbon footprint
• First-ever power quality product to receive Sustainable Materials

Rating Technology (SMaRT®) Gold Certification
• Contributes to Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design

(LEED®) points for building and projects
• An Eaton Green Leaf product – proven to offer exceptional,

industry-leading environmental benefits to our customers,
consumers and the wider community.

Highly manageable
• 10” LCD touchscreen, with easy-to-use interface,

displaying graphical energy data
• Intelligent Power® software

Now the 9395P UPS adds higher efficiency and
more power to these existing 9395 UPS benefits.
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The technology of success
The Eaton Power Xpert 9395 UPS introduced a number of new
technologies and advanced features to the market. The new 9395P
UPS will include all these, and more.

Reducing your TCO
Energy Saver System (ESS)
Advanced architecture to significantly improve UPS energy efficiency
(to 99%+) with no compromise in power quality. Launched in 2008
and now with an installed base of thousands of units, ESS has
proven its reliability and established its benefits to become the
market leading UPS energy saver technology.

Variable Module Management System (VMMS)
Maximises parallel UPS system efficiencies at low load levels,
while supplying continuous double-conversion power. When using
VMMS, power modules can be optimised to match the optimal
load level of individual modules.

Easy Capacity Test (ECT)
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Enables testing of the entire power train of the 9395 under full
load stress – all without connecting an external load. This eliminates
the need to rent load banks, make temporary load connections, or
waste energy, time or money during start-up and commissioning
and scheduled maintenance.

Improving system resiliency through
smart and resilient design
Hot Sync
Parallel load-sharing technology which increases reliability
whilst eliminating the risk of single point of failure. Hotsync
technology guarantees the safe and reliable operation of the
UPS by synchronising parallel power modules and UPSs without
the need for a communication link or synchronization signals.

Advanced Battery Management (ABM)
Extends the life of valve-regulated lead-acid batteries, through an
intelligent charging routine, preventing unnecessary charging and
significantly retarding the battery wear rate. ABM technology is
a widely used and accepted technology with a 20 year proven
track record.

heat

Improving on the best. The new Power Xpert 9395P UPS.
The launch of the Power Xpert 9395P brings the Eaton large UPS
range to the next level, enhancing its capabilities, and bringing you
even more reliable, more cost-effective, cleaner power.

Product highlights

The new 9395P offers more power in the same footprint and so
delivers even better value:

• Increased power density (275kW from 250kW/power module)

Lower total cost of ownership

• High double conversion efficiency
• Touchscreen display on all models
• Modular and scalable design

• Exceptionally high double conversion efficiency throughout

wide load range
• Energy efficiency improving technologies - ESS, VMMS

The service behind the solution

• Savings in battery capacity testing with innovative ECT technology

• European production – proudly Made in Finland

• Compact footprint achieved through increased power density

• Comprehensive project capability

• Less heat loss reduces aircon requirements

• Factory Acceptance Testing

Greater resiliency

• High level of parts availability

• Advanced design and technologies

• Easy access to our factory for product demonstrations

• Experience gained from the proven 9395 model

Greater flexibility
• Modular design enables easier scalability and greater adaptability

Easier maintenance
• Modular design enables quicker and more cost-effective

maintenance and repair, even while the UPS is supporting the load

Our in-house design and manufacturing capabilities go further
than most of the vendors in the market – even the printed circuit boards within the 9395P are made by Eaton. As a result,
we can prove the quality of our manufacture, right down to
the component level.

The future of power protection starts here
The Eaton Power Xpert 9395P UPS gives you a glimpse into the future of power
protection. To see more of the future, visit www.eaton.eu/new9395P now.
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Follow us on social media to receive
and discuss the latest product and
support information.

